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Abstract
This paper recounts an experiment by a mathematics professor who primarily teaches mathematics majors. The main question explored is whether the ordering of the questions makes a difference as to how students perform in a test. More specifically we focus here on the following research questions: (1) Does arranging a math test with easy-to-hard items versus hard-to-easy items impact student performance? and (2) If so, does item order impact male and female mathematics majors and non-majors in unique ways? We examine data collected over multiple semesters with several different classes. We find that for most of the mathematics students who were examined, the ordering of the questions on a test did not impact performance. However, female majors performed better on classroom exams when the test was arranged with the more difficult questions presented first. Readers who are interested in teaching mathematics, educational psychology, or gender issues in the classroom may find our results intriguing.

Evolution of a research project. A mathematics professor, I (Kristin Kennedy) often give two versions of the same exam to reduce the possibility of students copying from one another. Recently, I began to wonder if the order of the questions could affect a student’s grade. I approached Allison Butler, professor of psychology, for her expertise. I of course wanted to ensure that both tests were fair, and Professor Butler was interested to see if there was any difference from a psychological point of view. This paper describes our joint inquiry into this matter.
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1. Introduction

Constructing a fair mathematics exam that truly measures student comprehension of the material, from surface level information to a deeper understanding of the concepts, is no easy matter, and anyone teaching mathematics has struggled with writing a fair exam. Today, there is a second problem in some university classrooms when administering a test: overcrowding. Students often sit quite closely to each other at long tables rather than individual desks. To minimize the possibility of copying, a popular way of administering a classroom exam is to make up multiple versions of the same test.

The challenge of writing clear and fair problems for each version of the same test is not insurmountable, but achieving parallel forms reliability is often not an easy task. Preferable to having two potentially nonequivalent versions of a particular test would be to design just one test, but to alter the sequence of the questions in order to reduce the likelihood of cheating in a densely packed classroom. Intuitively, one might surmise that an exam which begins with easy questions and progresses to more difficult ones would be easier for students. Or perhaps one might say it would be preferable to students. Acknowledging the diversity of students that fill most college classrooms today, we think another important consideration is the possibility that the arrangement of mathematics test items may impact the performance of certain student groups in unique ways.

Previous work shows mixed results as to whether test item arrangement can affect grade outcome. Most of the previous research has been concerned with the issue of test anxiety and whether item arrangement can impact a grade when test anxiety is present. Also previous research mainly focuses on students who are not necessarily inclined to quantitative subjects. Our project adds to this body of research because the participants we study are primarily mathematics majors with very strong mathematics backgrounds.

We take an interdisciplinary perspective, drawing from research in social psychology and mathematics education, to examine how humanistic aspects of test-taking may intersect with item arrangement to influence performance. Our specific research questions are: (1) Does arranging a math test with easy-to-hard items versus hard-to-easy items impact student performance? and (2) If so, does item order impact male and female mathematics majors and non-majors in unique ways? We use data collected from several classes (for majors and non-majors) over a number of semesters.
2. Literature Review

Generally, the literature suggests that the order of how questions are presented on an exam does not have an effect on the grade outcome. According to an extensive historical review of the literature compiled in 1985 by Leary and Dorans [3], researchers began to look at the effects of item placement on exams as early as 1950. This early research was concerned primarily with the effect of item order on performance. As more studies were done, results were mixed, depending on whether one is trying to examine if test anxiety is a factor or not, or if “speeded” test results are different from those tests that have unlimited time restrictions. Studies also show that a random rearrangement of items on a test does not seem to affect examinee performance. This is important if a professor simply wants to scramble test questions as a hedge against students copying from one another during a crowded exam. Leary and Dorans summarize that easy-to-hard or hard-to-easy sequencing designs do not support clear-cut conclusions. Some studies found evidence of effect, and others did not.

Plake, Thompson, and Lowry [6] examined the effects of item arrangement, knowledge of arrangement, and test anxiety on grade outcomes on a mathematics test. There were three arrangements: easy-to-hard, hard-to-easy, and random question arrangement. No significant results were found regarding the change of order, but the participants in this experiment were volunteers from a general psychology class, not mathematics majors nor students overly motivated to do well on a mathematics exam. Plake and Lowry continued their work along with Ansorge and Parker [7] and found that item arrangement was significant with motivated upper division students under “speeded” conditions. In particular they found that males, who were given an easy-to-hard ordering, performed the best. However, the authors did note that the strict time limit to the test may have added to the significant outcome that an easy-to-hard ordering was helpful.

Tippets and Benson [11] also examined the effects of item arrangement and test anxiety and suggested that item arrangement on an exam can affect test anxiety levels. This study did not directly conclude that performance was enhanced with an easy-to-hard progression of test questioning, and the participants in the study were not mathematics majors. There is simply the suggestion that if test anxiety is low, then a student would have a better outcome on an exam. Plake et al. [7] did conclude that males taking strictly
timed exams performed better and in fact out-performed women when items were arranged from easy-to-hard. However, the population tested was comprised of 170 students from three introductory statistics classes. Two were educational psychology classes and one was an agricultural class. The mathematics background of the subjects varied substantially. Our paper focuses on the variable of gender and examines the performance of students who are primarily mathematics majors.

While there is limited research on the differential impact of item arrangement on males versus females, the social psychology literature on gender and stereotype threat suggests that males and females might respond differently when faced with challenging mathematics problems at the start of an exam. A stereotype is a generalized, often oversimplified or inaccurate belief about a group of people [4]. According to stereotype threat theory, performing in a domain in which one is negatively stereotyped creates anxiety and discomfort [10, 12]. These feelings of uncertainty are rooted in the fear that one’s performance might confirm a negative stereotype. Research has shown that stereotype threat often impairs performance [12]. Specifically, studies detail how negative stereotypes about females’ math abilities shape their math attitudes and undermine their performance in STEM fields [2, 8]. Even though females outnumber males by a considerable margin in terms of postsecondary education enrollment, far fewer females pursue studies and careers in math-intensive fields such as engineering and computer science [5].

Interestingly, research on stereotype threat theory has also revealed an opposite effect, whereby positive stereotypes may boost performance for certain individuals [9]. While our study does not intentionally evoke stereotype threat, the social psychological literature suggests that arranging math test items from hard-to-easy versus easy-to-hard could potentially impact the performance of male and female majors and non-majors in unique ways.

3. Method

We recorded data over a span of five semesters, starting with the spring of 2010 and ending in the fall semester of 2011; summer sessions were not included. Kennedy generated every test administered; test banks were not used. The tests were either constructed with easiest questions first and hardest questions listed last (Type A), or the other way around with the hardest questions first on the test and the easiest questions placed at the end of the
test (Type B), but each test had the exact same questions. Easy items were defined (by Kennedy) as those that involved one-step calculations without the application of the concept in a word problem. Also easy questions were those that required simple factual recall. Hard questions were defined as those that required multiple steps, especially those questions embedded in word problems and applications. We handed out tests randomly; only taking care to assure that students sitting very close to each other would have different tests to keep dishonesty to a minimum.

Four distinct mathematics classes were involved with the experiment, see Table 1. Three classes were for mathematics majors and one was for non-majors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course (class size)</th>
<th>Male Percent</th>
<th>Female Percent</th>
<th>Major Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistics II (23)</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Algebra (28)</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Contingency (80)</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory of Interest (42)</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Theory of Interest*, a sophomore/junior level course in the theory of financial mathematics, and *Life Contingency*, a senior level course that is a blend of risk and interest theory, are two courses that students take if they are majoring in mathematics for actuarial science. The recorded information included the class name, the semester, the year, the test number (first test, second test, etc.), the each exam grade of the student, gender, major versus non-major, and whether the test was Type A or Type B. There were 594 records of data, each one containing the above list of data fields.

4. Analysis and Results

Whether the ordering of questions on a classroom mathematics test, easy-to-hard (Type A) or hard-to-easy (Type B), would show a significant difference to test grades was our main question of concern, and we were particularly interested in how male majors compared to female majors, even though we also had some data regarding non-majors. The full data set with grades used as the analysis variable followed a normal distribution, as did various subsets of the data. Subsets that were individually examined for normality were: 1) data for all males, 2) data for all females, 3) data for all the tests that had
questions of Type A, 4) data for all tests that had questions of Type B, 5) data for all tests for majors, and 6) data for all non-majors. All subsets were relatively normal in design.

Averages were computed for the different subsets.

Table 2: Average grades and standard deviations for various subsets of the data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>81.354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>82.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy-to-Hard (A)</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>80.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard-to-Easy (B)</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>83.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majors</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>83.409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-majors</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>75.580</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All analyses were performed using SAS; the grade of each exam was the analysis variable. First we ran a linear regression analysis to examine if any of the independent variables in question were significant. The variable \( \text{Grades} \) was the analysis variable, and the independent variables in question were \( \text{Gender} \), \( \text{Major} \) or \( \text{Non-major} \), and whether the tests were \( \text{Type A} \) or \( \text{Type B} \).

The regression equation was:

\[
\text{Grades} = 81.6 + 1.27 \times \text{Gender} - 6.47 \times \text{Major/Non-major} + 2.4 \times \text{Type A/Type B}
\]

Table 3: \( P \)-values for each of the coefficients in the regression equation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Constant ( p )-value</th>
<th>Gender ( p )-value</th>
<th>Major/Non-major ( p )-value</th>
<th>Type ( p )-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \text{Gender} \) is the only non-significant independent variable at the 0.05 level of significance. The independent variable \( \text{Type} \) is significant, but the test score only changes by 2.4 points, depending on whether Type A or Type B test was administered.

Since \( \text{Gender} \) was non-significant, the regression was run again after removing the \( \text{Gender} \) variable, and the new regression equation was:

\[
\text{Grades} = 81.99 - 7.79 \times \text{Major/Non-major} + 2.89 \times \text{Type A/Type B}
\]

Table 4: \( P \)-values for the coefficients of the regression equation when \( \text{Gender} \) is removed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Constant ( p )-value</th>
<th>Major/Non-major ( p )-value</th>
<th>Type ( p )-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0081</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The new equation shows both variables to be significant, and they should remain. Initially then, Gender does not appear to be a significant variable for this data set. Also note that the coefficients to the independent variables did not change dramatically when we ran the regression analysis for the second time.

Next we ran a series of t-tests comparing two means at a time, combining all classes together. The series of t-tests were:

1. Selecting out all the majors, is there a difference between the average grade between males and females? There was no statistical significance with a p-value of 0.117.
2. Selecting out all the non-majors, is there a difference between the average grade between males and females? There was no statistical significance with a p-value of 0.122.
3. Selecting out all male majors, is there a difference between grades of Type A or Type B? There was no statistical significance with a p-value of 0.414.
4. Selecting out all female majors, is there a difference between the average grades from Type A or Type B? These results were statistically significant with a p-value of 0.027. Thus these averages are not equal, and a second test was performed on this subset of data.
5. Using the same group, results showed that with all female majors, the average grade from easy-to-hard questioning was significantly lower than the average grade from hard to easy with a p-value of 0.013. This was a surprising result! This group of all female majors performed better with harder questions starting off first on exams!
6. Selecting out all male non-majors, is there a difference between the average grades from Type A to Type B? There was no statistical significance with a p-value of 0.202.
7. Selecting out all female non-majors, is there a difference between the average grades from Type A to Type B? There was no statistical significance with a p-value of 0.718.

Thus our data show that there is no difference between the average grades of males and females or examining whether they are majors or non-majors, as noted by tests (1) and (2). Secondly, the results show that there is no difference between the average grades of (a) male majors, (b) male non-majors, and (c) female non-majors when examining if easy to hard questioning or
hard to easy questioning makes a difference. This is noted by tests (3), (6), and (7).

However, there was one surprising result! For the subset of all female majors, the average grade on tests of Type A was less than or equal to the average grade on tests of Type B, with a $p$-value of 0.013. That is, for this particular group of female majors, the grades were higher if the ordering of the test questions ranged from hardest first to easiest last. This was the only group that stood out with significant results.

Finally, we looked at course-specific findings, rather than just overall findings. Would a course-by-course examination give different results?

The course Statistics II was primarily a course for non-majors. A two-tailed $t$-test was used to examine if the average grades from Type A or Type B were equal for male non-majors. There was no statistical significance with a $p$-value of 0.55. A similar test for female non-majors resulted with a $p$-value of 0.73, and the average grades for both groups would be considered equal.

We were actually more interested in courses that mathematics majors take—namely Linear Algebra, Life Contingency, and Theory of Interest—since in that group a significant result was previously found. Table 5 below shows the $p$-values for each class, with separate columns for males and females. Each test was a two-tailed $t$-test, comparing grade averages from Type A and Type B exam to see if the grades are equal or not.

Table 5: $P$-values for six different $t$-tests comparing Type A = Type B exams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Male majors</th>
<th>Female majors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear Algebra</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Contingency</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory of Interest</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We see that for the male majors, there is no statistical difference in average grades from Type A to Type B test for any of the three courses. It also can be seen that the $p$-values are now higher for females in each class, suggesting that there is no statistical difference. However, this was a two-tailed test, and we can further examine one-tail tests for the female majors, which was of interest based on earlier results.

Table 6 displays the results of one-tail $t$-tests for female majors in each major course, comparing Type A to Type B tests for each class. The null hypothesis was that the average score for Type A test was greater than or
equal to that of Type B test.

Table 6: $P$-values for female majors of each class comparing type A $\geq$ type B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>$p$-values</th>
<th>$t$ statistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linear Algebra</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Contingency</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>-1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory of Interest</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>-1.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The $p$-values found when just analyzing one course at a time are not highly statistically significant, as they were in the earlier overall test ($p$-value = 0.013). However, we see that the trend is present with the negative $t$ statistics. Although not highly statistically significant, the sample size was much smaller for the analysis that was done for each course. The change in sample size can affect the significance. In test (5) above, with a $p$-value of 0.013, the sample size of female majors who had Type A was $n = 112$, and the sample size for Test B was $n = 101$. However, when each class was examined separately, the sample size in each test was dramatically smaller. For Linear Algebra, Type A exam had $n = 26$ and Type B had $n = 24$. For Life Contingency, Type A exam had $n = 57$ and Type B had $n = 45$. For Theory of Interest, Type A had $n = 25$ and Type B had $n = 29$. When sample sizes are smaller, a larger difference needs to be present to have a statistically significant result. But the trend can still be seen that the female majors did better on exams of Type B. That was not true of the male majors.

5. Conclusion

It is plausible for professors to think that in the construction of a math test, the ordering of the questions could be a factor in the grade outcome, and in fact it is reasonable to think that starting off with easier questions first and progressing to the more difficult questions would be a sensible construction. We were surprised with these results which show that for most of the mathematics students who were examined, the ordering of the questions on a test did not impact performance. Frankly, we were pleased to see that the ordering did not impact the grade. Although two versions of the same test have been administered for several semesters, the tests can be considered equivalent.

Interestingly, this work strongly indicates ($p$-value=0.027) that the subgroup of female majors showed a significant difference with the average grade
on the two types of tests, and this group scored significantly better ($p$-values=0.013) if the tests were constructed with the harder questions first. Further testing with future classes could be conducted to verify these results or to contradict them as an aberration inherent in this particular data set. As mentioned in the literature review, the results appear to contradict earlier findings by Plake et al. in [7]. They concluded that males performed better and in fact out-performed women with items arranged from easy to hard questioning. However, their participants were not mathematics majors.

After an overall analysis, the data were examined course by course. The results for the female majors performing better on Type B exams was less significant, but the results were trending toward the overall findings. With smaller sample sizes, such as the sizes used for the course by course analysis, rather than the larger samples sizes with the overall analysis, larger differences need to be present to show significance. However, the negative $t$-statistic values illustrated that the trend for female majors performing better on Type B exams was still prevalent.

We wondered why the female majors would show this result, yet the male majors did not. One possible explanation for this finding is that female majors experienced “stereotype boost” instead of stereotype threat when they encountered the challenging math problems at the very beginning of the exam. Our results connect with the work of Crisp, Bache, and Maitner [1] who found that females who successfully entered a gender counter-stereotypic quantitative domain (i.e., engineering majors) showed enhanced performance in a testing situation intended to evoke stereotype threat. However, psychology majors experienced reduced performance in the wake of stereotype threat. The implication is that female students who strongly identify with mathematics may rise to the challenge in an anxiety-inducing or stressful math testing situation. In fact, the female mathematics majors in the present study also showed higher average test scores when hard math problems were presented before easy problems.

While our study did not directly test stereotype threat, it is possible that encountering the difficult problems at the very beginning of the math test created a psychological state that lead female math majors to rise to the challenge in the same way that stereotype threat motivated the strong performance of female engineering majors in the Crisp et al. study [1].

We should perhaps note once again that all exams were created by Pro-
Professor Kennedy. She wrote all test questions by herself and decided which questions were “easy” and which were “hard”. That could be a point of bias in the experiment, since she alone decided which questions formed the Type A or Type B test. Difficulty was generally defined according to the complexity of the thinking skills that were necessary to complete the problem. However this is not atypical. Many professors write their own test questions, as opposed to using test bank questions. All in all, it is reassuring to see that the ordering of questions for most students does not have an effect on the grade outcome.
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